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SPICES

COMMODITY EXPIRY DATE CLOSING PRICE TREND** DATE TREND  RATE TREND CLOSING

    CHANGED  CHANGED  STOP LOSS  

Coriander (Apr) 20-Apr-21 6942.00 Up 09.02.21 6528.00 6800.00

Coriander (May) 20-May-21 7062.00 Up 09.02.21 6508.00 6800.00

Jeera (Mar) 19-Mar-21 13840.00 Up 09.02.21 13360.00 13500.00

Jeera (Apr) 20-Apr-21 14015.00 Up 09.02.21 13290.00 13700.00

Turmeric (Apr) 20-Apr-21 8894.00 Up 11.01.21 6198.00 8700.00

Turmeric (May) 20-May-21 8962.00 Up 11.01.21 6174.00 8800.00

NCDEX AGRIDEX

COMMODITY EXPIRY DATE CLOSING PRICE TREND** DATE TREND  RATE TREND CLOSING

    CHANGED  CHANGED  STOP LOSS  

NCDEX AGRIDEX 31-Mar-21 1253.50 Up 05.03.21 1229.50 1210.00

OILSEEDS

CPO (Mar) 31-Mar-21 1097.60 Up 05.03.21 1077.70 1050.00

CPO (Apr) 30-Apr-21 1083.40 Up 05.03.21 1064.50 1035.00

Ref. soy oil (Mar) 19-Mar-21 1228.80 Up 23.02.21 1174.60 1150.00

Ref. soy oil (Apr) 20-Apr-21 1227.30 Up 23.02.21 1164.40 1150.00

RM Seed (Apr) 20-Apr-21 5588.00 Up 04.02.21 5118.00 5350.00

RM Seed (May) 20-May-21 5626.00 Up 23.02.21 5491.00 5330.00

Soybean (Mar) 19-Mar-21 5185.00 Up 23.12.20 4491.00 4900.00

Soybean (Apr) 20-Apr-21 5142.00 Up 23.12.20 4478.00 4850.00

Castor seed (Mar) 19-Mar-21 4570.00 Up 08.03.21 4570.00 4400.00

Castor seed (Apr) 20-Apr-21 4612.00 Up 08.03.21 4612.00 4500.00

COMMODITY EXPIRY DATE CLOSING PRICE TREND** DATE TREND  RATE TREND CLOSING

    CHANGED  CHANGED  STOP LOSS  

**One has to follow the trend and see the price only at closing. This is not for Intra day trading.

OTHER COMMODITIES

Chana (Apr) 20-Apr-21 4967.00 Up 02.02.21 4579.00 4900.00

Cotton (Apr) 30-Apr-21 22600.00 Up 04.02.21 21240.00 22200.00

Cotton (Mar) 31-Mar-21 22240.00 Up 04.02.21 21500.00 21800.00

Chana (Mar) 19-Mar-21 4945.00 Up 02.02.21 4573.00 4900.00

Cocud (Mar) 19-Mar-21 2290.00 Sideways 26.02.21 2220.00 -

Gur (Apr) 20-Apr-21 1095.00 Sideways 22.01.21 1078.50 -

Gur (Mar) 19-Mar-21 1080.50 Sideways 22.01.21 1084.00 -

Guar seed (Apr) 20-Apr-21 3902.00 Down 18.11.20 3987.00 3950.00

Guar seed (Mar) 19-Mar-21 3846.00 Down 18.11.20 3945.00 3950.00

Cocud (Apr) 20-Apr-21 2313.00 Sideways 01.03.21 2235.00 -

Mentha oil (Mar) 31-Mar-21 955.20 Sideways 18.11.21 977.80 -

Mentha oil (Apr) 30-Apr-21 963.00 Sideways 19.01.21 982.90 -

Rubber (Mar) 31-Mar-21 16504.00 Sideways 22.01.21 15362.00 -

Rubber (Apr) 30-Apr-21 16783.00 Sideways 22.01.21 15131.00 -
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Market Update 

Spices

Turmeric futures (Apr) is expected to take support near 8800-8700. Arrival of fresh 
turmeric and increase in demand has pushed the price of turmeric to Rs.10,000 a 
quintal at the regulated market. Area under cultivation across the country has dropped 
by 20% in 2020 while there is a good demand in 2021. This time, the price has gone up 
by Rs 2,000 per quintal in comparison to last month. Freshly harvested turmeric is sold 
at Rs 10,500 per quintal while old stock is sold at Rs 10,000. turmeric arrival from 
Nizamabad to Erode has reduced to 30 per cent and cultivation of turmeric in Tamil 
Nadu has also dipped. That apart, since production in Maharastra's Nanded and 
Basmath have decreased due to harsh weather conditions, the demand for turmeric 
produced in Tamil Nadu has gone up. Jeera futures (Apr) is expected to trade range-
bound within 13955-14155 with an upside bias. Traders see steady demand from local 
stockists, spice millers and exporters. They also note that the overall demand scenario 
is good. In Rajkot itself, jeera rates have gained Rs 85-95/20Kgs so far in the past 
week. Spot rates were steady at Unjha mandi, amid strong festive demand despite 
rising arrivals. Dhaniya futures (Apr) may witness some extended downside towards 
6800-6700. The spot prices have declined due to supply pressure from the new crop.  
Arrivals in key trading centres in Rajasthan were pegged at 38,000 bags (1 bag = 45 
kg). In Ramganj, prices of the badami and the eagle varieties were at 6,700 rupees per 
100 kg and 7,000 rupees, respectively, both down 100 rupees from the previous day. 
Higher moisture content in the new crop and expectation of further rise in arrivals due 
to peak harvest season hit prices

Soybean futures (Apr) is expected to hold support near 5130 and maintain its uptrend 
to test 5250-5300 as the overall fundamentals are string due to mismatch of demand-
supply in the international market. Chicago soybean futures hit their highest in almost 
seven years on Monday as dry weather in Argentina and excessive rains in Brazil stoked 
supply concerns. Concerns increased over crops in Argentina, the world's top soymeal 
exporter, after Commodity Weather Group said a rain deficit was seen "leading to 
severe yield loss" for 30% of the soy belt in the coming 10 days. Traders also adjusted 
positions ahead of monthly USDA world supply and demand forecasts on Tuesday. The 
agency is expected to lower its estimates for 2020/21 ending stocks for soybeans. Soy 
oil futures (Apr) is looking bullish and can reach 1235-1240, while CPO futures (Mar) 
may trade higher towards 1110-1115 taking bullish cues from the international 
market. Malaysian palm oil futures ended nearly 4% higher on Monday, tracking a 
sharp rise in rival soyoil, crude and world markets on passage of a large U.S. stimulus 
package, while investors also awaited the Malaysian Palm Oil Board data scheduled to 
release on March 10. Dalian's most-active soyoil contract rose 4.8%, while its palm oil 
contract gained 4%. Soyoil prices on the Chicago Board of Trade rose 1.5%. Mustard 
futures (Apr) is expected to trade sideways with an upside bias in the range of 5550-
5650. Crushing of mustard seed rose 83.3% on month to 550,000 tn in the country, in 
February. In January, mills had crushed 300,000 tn of the oilseed. The sharp surge in 
crushing was primarily due to a rise in arrivals of the fresh crop in spot markets. Arrivals 
are expected to gather momentum in the coming days as the fresh crop has started 
hitting the spot markets. The mustard crop is likely to be bigger than last year due to 
higher area and conducive weather.

Cotton futures (Apr) will probably consolidate in the range of 21170-22300. The 

reasons are firstly, the International Cotton Advisory Committee (ICAC) has revised 

upwards the global consumption projections at 24.5 million tonnes (mt) for 2020-21 

against 22.8 mt in the previous year. Secondly, cotton exports from India are likely to 

rise 50 per cent this year to 75 lakh bales in the 2020-21 crop year beginning October 

with revival in global demand from China and Bangladesh in the last one month. Guar 

seed (Apr) may consolidate in the range of 3850-3920, while guar gum (Apr) is 

expected to trade sideways in the range of 6120-6190. These counters are taking 

support from bullish trend oil prices in the international market. Caution about the 

pandemic took the upper hand Thursday at a meeting of the OPEC oil cartel and allied 

countries, as they left most of their production cuts in place amid worry that 

coronavirus restrictions could still undermine recovering demand for crude. The U.S. 

contract, which had plunged below zero last year as the pandemic restrictions on 

businesses devastated demand for energy, jumped about 5% on the day to over $64 a 

barrel. Chana futures (Apr) is expected to trade sideways to down in the range of 4900-

5000. In Indore, chana was sold at 5,000-5,050 rupees per 100 kg, down 150 rupees 

from Saturday. Arrivals were pegged at 5,000 bags (1 bag = 90 kg), higher than 4,500 

bags on Saturday. Prices are seen pressurized as supply is likely to gather pace in 

coming weeks.

(Spot)  Price Close

Commodity  Location Closing Previous  % Diff  

(Spot)  Price Close

Commodity  Location Closing Previous  % Diff  

(Spot)  Price Close

Commodity  Location Closing Previous  % Diff  

Oilseeds

Other Commodities

Turmeric Nizamabad 8018.40 8105.00 -1.07%

Jeera Unjha 13516.70 13433.40 0.62%

Coriander Kota 7031.60 7025.00 0.09%

Cardamom Vandanmendu 1565.00 1508.30 3.76%

Wheat Delhi 1853.35 1855.00 -0.09%

Chana Delhi 4909.80 4970.75 -1.23%

Cotton Kadi 21976.05 21991.00 -0.07%

Cocud Akola 2390.00 2356.65 1.42%

CPO  Kandla 1106.20 1066.90 3.68%

RM Seed Jaipur 5717.10 5400.00 5.87%

Refined Soy oil Mumbai 1228.95 1193.40 2.98%

Soybean Indore 5404.00 5202.00 3.88%
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